
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Objectives
Germany which was forcibly divided by the Allies under the 

Cold War regime after World War II became officially divided into 
West and East Germany when independent governments were 
established in each country. The two countries developed their 
land and cities under different governments, but after the two 
countries were unified into a single political and economic nation 
in 1990 after 41 years of division, Germany embarked on the task 
of integrating the land and cities that had thus far been developed 
separately. South and North Korea have a similar background of 

division and currently are the only divided nations of homogeneous 
ethnicity in the world. Following the independence from the 
Japanese colonial rule in 1945, South and North Korea saw the 
inauguration of two different forms of governments in 1948 under 
the U.S.-Soviet Cold War order. Under liberal democracy and 
socialism respectively, the two Koreas developed their national 
land and cities within different political and economic systems for 
the past 68 years of division. With the end of the Cold War in 1990 
and North Korea’s policy of reform and openness, inter-Korean 
exchange began. The first joint urban development between South 
and North Korea began when South Korea’s private enterprise 
Hyundai Asan embarked on the development of tourist and 
industrial zones in North Korea, starting with Mt. Kumgang in 
1998 and Kaesong in 2003. Around this time, discussions began 
about North Korea’s urban development as well as research on 
integrated development of a unified Korean peninsula. The South 
Korean government began to reflect integrated land development 
in the third National Comprehensive Territorial Plan (1992~2001), 
the uppermost plan in the national land sector. 

The Kaesong Industrial Complex (KIC) project was initiated by 
a private company, but unlike Mt. Kumgang tourism project, it 
actively involved the participation of the South Korean government 
and public corporations1 from the beginning, and is currently the 
only joint urban development project between the two Koreas that 

1 Korea Land Corporation, now Korea Land and housing Corporation
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has continued for more than 14 years. For such reason, this paper 
will explore North Korea’s city planning and urban development 
system through a case study of the KIC project in order to help 
future city planning and land development in the North. 

The objectives of this study are as follows. 
Firstly, we aim to understand North Korea’s socialist city planning 

system as opposed to South Korea’s capitalist system by examining 
how the land and city planning systems of the two countries have 
changed as the nations developed, and thus analyze the KIC case 
which features a combination of the both systems. 

Secondly, we aim to understand how the two different city 
planning systems were reflected on the city jointly developed by 
two different governments and systems by studying the KIC case 
in terms of its planning, development system, structure, and master 
plan.

1.2 Scope and Method
This study covers the period from 1940 when the Korean 

peninsula was divided after independence to the present when 
the KIC is being developed and operated. It covers the entire 
development zone of the KIC in Kaesong City, North Hwanghae 
Province, North Korea. 

The research methodology involves analysis of preliminary 
studies and literature on North Korea and its socialist city planning 
in addition to site visitations and interviews of experts in diverse 
fields who participated in the planning and development of the 
KIC. Main author has worked in Hyundai Asan for 7 years in 
charge of planning and developing KIC and other projects in North 
Korea and visit KIC many times in order to conduct for field study 
during the research.  

2. PAST STUDIES

Research on North Korean cities, socialist city planning and 
post-unification integrated land development began in the late 
1980s and gained traction in the 1990s in line with growing inter-
Korean exchange. In the 1990s, Won Kim (1994), Hyun Soo Kim 
(1994, 1998), Ki Duk Kim (1996) and others explored the theories 
and characteristics of North Korea’s city planning under socialism. 
Related research began in earnest in 2000 when Hyo Seok Nam 
(2000), Young Min Song (2000), Young Woong Lee (2001), Bu 
Ku Kang (2002), Young Jun Yoon (2001) and others carried out 
research on North Korea’s land, city and architectural systems. 

There has been research on North Korean laws for land and urban 
development, comparison between South and North Korean laws, 
and possible measures for integration, but most of it is focused on 
studying existing literature. There have not been any case-focused 
studies since the beginning of Mt. Kumgang Tourist Region project 
and Kaesong Industrial Zone—the first inter-Korean joint urban 
development projects—. This research is meaningful as it goes 
beyond the boundaries of existing research focused on theories 
and literature to examine the first actual joint development venture 
between the two Koreas. 

3. CITY PLANNING SYSTEM IN SOUTH AND NORTH KOREA

3.1 Changing History of City Planning System 
South and North Korea were originally a single nation, but after 

independence from the Japanese colonial rule, they were divided 
into two countries with two different systems, liberal democracy 
and socialism, and this led to two distinct courses of development 
for their city planning system. Therefore, the evolution of South 
and North Korea’s city planning systems should be understood by 
comparing them before and after division. 

(1) Before Division – Japanese Colonial Rule (1910 ~ 1945)
This was a period when city planning system in the modern 

sense first emerged. In 1912, Joseon Land Survey Act and 
Directive for Urban Planning were promulgated in order to 
build the fundamental infrastructure for city planning. Between 
1912 and 1918, the national land survey project was carried 
out, which determined country’s land surveying and ownership 
system. In 1934, Joseon District Planning Act, the first modern 
urban planning law of the Korean peninsula was legislated. For 
the first time in history, zoning district system was adopted, and 
five use areas—residential, commercial, industrial, green-space 
and mixed areas—were designated as well as four use districts—
scenic, aesthetic, fire prevention, and discipline districts—. Najin in 
North Hamgyong Province became the first city to adopt the new 
street and city plan and designate use areas, and the system had 
spread to 38 cities across the nation by the time of independence 
in 1945. City planning during this period was not the Korean 
people’s spontaneous act of improving urban functions or resolving 
problems, but rather a tool for Japanese colonial rule, but it is 
nevertheless meaningful as the very first modern city planning 
system to be implemented across the entire Korean peninsula. 

(2) After Division – After Liberation (1945 ~ Today)
After independence in 1945, two different governments were 

inaugurated in South and North Korea by the U.S.-Soviet Cold 
War regime, and this was followed by changes in the two countries’ 
urban planning systems. In 1946, North Korea and laid the 
foundation of socialism by establishing North Korean Provisional 
People’s Committee, proclaiming the Land Reform Law, and 
nationalizing land. Meanwhile, South Korea redistributed land 
owned by the Japanese to Korean citizens through the Land Reform 
Act and Treatment of State-reverted Properties Act, thus building 
the foundation for free market capitalism. In 1948, after the 
enactment of the Constitution, the inauguration of the government 
and the Korean War, the two countries embarked on the process 
of organizing their land and urban systems in order to rebuild the 
economy and establish the national system. 

The transformation that unfolded in the North Korean system 
began with its legislation of the Land Management Law in 1960, 
which became the foundation for its city planning system, followed 
by the Land Act in 1963. In 1972, the Constitution was amended2 
to delete the part about private ownership of land which used to 
be partially recognized before, and the Land Act was amended in 
19773 to reflect this constitutional change. This laid the institutional 
foundation of socialist city planning for realization of collectivism. 
In 1990, the Civil Law specifies the constitutional idea of 
ownership4 that does not recognize private ownership of the means 

2 DPRK’s Socialist Constitution Chapter II (economy): Article 20~24
3 Land Act Article 9
4 Civil Law II (Ownership)
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of production such as land, and limits their use for consumption 
purposes only. In 1992, Urban Management Law was enacted 
for the management of cities. In the 1990s, North Korea began to 
establish a system for attracting foreign investment5 in order to 
address the economic difficulties stemming from the fall of socialist 
nations including the Soviet Union. North Korea also legislated 
for the Land Lease Law in 1993, which is similar to China’s city 
planning system for special districts. A basic framework for the 
current city planning system was completed when a comprehensive 
Land Planning Act for nationwide land development was enacted 
in 2002, followed by the Urban Planning Act in 2003 for systematic 
planning of urban development.

Meanwhile, in South Korea, Building Act and Urban Planning 
Act were legislated in 1961 and 1962 respectively based on Joseon 
District Planning Act enacted in 1934 as well as liberal democracy 
and capitalism embodied in the Constitution enacted in 1948. 
In 1963, Act on Comprehensive Plans for Construction in the 
National Territory was proclaimed as a comprehensive plan for 
nationalwide land development, marking the completion of the 
three basic laws for city planning. Rapid economic growth and 
urbanization from the 1970s accompanied many legislations 
including Housing Construction Promotion Act (1972) and Urban 
Development Act (1976), forming subdivisions under the city 
planning system. But in 2002, Framework Act on the National Land 
and National Land Planning and Utilization Act were integrated 
with other relevant laws in order to address the myriad urban 
problems caused by rapid growth and urbanization such as reckless 
development and urban sprawl. The result is the basic framework of 
today’s system.

Table 1. History of Planning System in Korea

Time period Meaning South Korea North Korea

Colonial 
period ~1945 Integrated 

system
Joseon Land Survey Act(1912)
Joseon District Planning Act(1934)

division
(war)

1946
~1953

Individual 
adoption

Land Reform Law
(1946)

Estab-
lished 
division

1954
~1970 framework

Urban Planning Act(1962)
Comprehensive Plans for 
Construction in the National 
Territory(1963)

Land Management 
Law(1960)
Land Act(1963)

1970
~2000 Subdivisions

Act on the Utilization and 
Management of the National 
Territory(1972), Housing 
Act(1973)
Housing Site Development 
Promotion Act(1981)
Seoul Metropolitan Area 
Readjustment Planning 
Act(1983)
Urban Development Plan(2000)

Land Act(1977)-
amended
Capital Pyongyang 
Management 
Act(1992)
Urban Management 
Law(1992)
Land Lease 
Law(1993)

2000~
present

Completion

Framework Act on the National 
Land(2002)
National Land Planning and 
Utilization Act(2002)
Act on the Maintenance and 
Improvement of Urban Areas 
and Dwelling Conditions for 
Residents (2003)

Land Planning 
Act(2002)
Urban Planning 
Act(2003)
Housing Act(2009)

Cooperation Kaesong Industrial District Act(2002)
Mt. Kumgang Tourist Zone Act(2002)

5 Rajin-Songbong Free Trade Zone Act (1991), Foreign Investment Law 
(1992), Contractual Joint Venture Act (1992)

3.2 Comparison between North and South Korea 
The two Koreas began with an identical modern urban planning 

system, but after division, they adopted and developed different 
planning systems. The reasons for this can be explained from two 
perspectives: government system and economic growth. 

(1) Government System and Establishment of 
 City Planning System 

Though South and North Korea began with an identical 
urban planning system under the Japanese colonial rule, the 
two parted ways after independence when their governments 
adopted two distinct national ideologies: socialism and capitalism. 
The governments’ ideologies influenced the Constitution, the 
cornerstone of the national system, as well as the idea of ownership 
founded upon the Constitution, ultimately leading to two different 
forms of city planning system that dictates the planning and 
development of the national land. The resulting city planning 
systems display differences not only in non-physical elements 
such as structure, objectives and expressions, but also in physical 
elements such as land use and spatial configuration.

Figure 1. Correlation Between Ideology and Planning System.

Firstly, let us compare the non-physical elements. Relevant laws 
of South Korea are variously subdivided into national land, city, 
housing, architecture, road, construction industry and many other 
areas. For each area, there are specific laws/ordinances/regulations 
and special acts for different regions/projects, totaling 64 laws and 
regulations (including 22 special acts) as of 2013.6 Also, the laws 
are organized in a clear legal hierarchy in the order of Framework 
Act on the National Land→National Land Planning and Utilization 
Act→Specific laws for specific projects. On the contrary, North 
Korea has 15 laws related to national land and cities organized in 
a simple structure with little subdivisions and little clarity in legal 
hierarchy. While the Land Planning Act and Urban Planning Act 
which comprise the basic laws for cities are similar, the Urban 
Management Law enacted in 1992 shows clearly the difference. 
While individual laws are enacted in South Korea for each 
infrastructure to be managed by the state or public enterprise, in 
North Korea where all land is owned by the state, water and sewage, 
heating, roads, rivers, parks and all other buildings related to the 
city’s infrastructure are managed by a single Urban Management 
Act. 

6 The National Legal Information Center of the Ministry of Government 
Legislation
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South Korean laws are control-oriented and their purpose is to 
control individual acts of development by landowners in order to 
create a pleasant public urban environment since most of the land is 
privately owned. On the other hand, North Korean laws, which may 
have the same ostensible purpose, are in fact ideology-oriented; 
in this country where all land is owned by the state, national land 
planning and development is utilized as a means to maintain 
the Supreme Leader’s authority and physically realize socialist 
ideologies. Unlike South Korean laws which are focused on the 
designation and change of use areas and enforcement of individual 
development acts, North Korean laws are focused on spatial 
configuration for ideology education and design standardization 
because there is no need for regulation of private land use for the 
public purpose in a country where private ownership of land is 
forbidden. In terms of the descriptions, South Korean laws provide 
objective standards for regulating the use of privately owned land as 
well as clear and numerical rules and formal procedures, but North 
Korean laws are mostly comprised of ambiguous and declaratory 
statements about physical space configuration of ideologies that are 
largely subject to arbitrary interpretation.7

Table 2. Land Use System in North & South Korea.

Category Charateri-
stics

South Korea 
(National Land Planning 
and Utilization Act)

North Korea
(Land Act)8

The 
national 
land

Similar Urban area, managed Residential district land, 
industrial land,

Similar
Agricultural area, 
national environment 
preservation area

Agricultural land, forest 
land, water land, 

Different - Special purpose land*

Urban 
areas

Similar Residential area Residential area

Similar Industrial area Industrial area

Different Commercial area# -

Similar Green land area Greenland

Similar (separate provision) External transportation 
area, public facilities area,

Different - Warehouse area *

* Land use that reflects socialist system (exists only in North Korea)

# Land use that reflects capitalist system (does not exist in North Korea)

Secondly, comparison  of physical elements shows that both 
countries share the same basic components in terms of land use 
such as urban, agricultural, industrial and green areas. However, 
North Korea, being a socialist nation, does not have a commercial 
area and instead has special purpose land for ideological purposes 
that do not exist in capitalist cities such as revolutionary battle 
sites and historic areas, as well as warehouse areas for socialist 
community life and production activities. 

In terms of spatial configuration of the national land, after 
the division until the late 1980s, South Korea implemented an 
imbalanced development strategy focusing on growth poles in 
order to achieve industrialization in a short span of time. After 
the late 1990s when the country was successfully industrialized, 

7 edited by the author based on the data by Nam Il Kim (2003)
8 Land Act Article 8, Urban and Regional Development of North Korea (2009, 
Korea Society of Civil Engineers)

policy focus shifted to balanced/integrated development strategies 
such as revitalizing underdeveloped regions and transferring the 
administrative capital in order to alleviate regional imbalances. 
On the contrary, North Korea adopted balanced development 
strategies for large cities-medium/small cities and urban-rural areas 
immediately after independence in order to control the growth 
of cities and facilitate balanced development of the national land 
based on socialist ideologies. The neighboring socialist nations 
participated actively in the planning of major cities such as 
Pyongyang (Hungary), Hamheung (East Germany) and Chongjin 
(Poland), creating socialist space structures. But with the changing 
landscape in socialist nations such China’s adoption of partial 
capitalism in 1980 and the collapse of the Soviet Union, aid to 
North Korea was cut off and the country introduced imbalanced 
development strategies for special zones such as Rason Free Trade 
Zone (1991), Mt. Kumgang Tourist Zone (1998), Sinuiju, and 
Kaesong Industrial Park (2002) in order to overcome economic 
difficulties and attract foreign capital. 

In terms of urban spatial configuration, South Korea has a multi-
core structure with stratifications in terms of function and size: 
downtown (commercial, business) → sub-downtown (production) 
→ satellite cities (residential). Space is structured in a radial pattern 
to maximize spatial efficiency. On the other hand, North Korea 
features a single-core structure where a single city has agricultural, 
industrial and residential functions all at once because socialist 
ideologies advocate job-housing proximity and self-sufficiency. 
Facilities and functions are laid out in a linear pattern for the 
convenience of workers.

Figure 2. Comparison of City Structure between Seoul
(Seoul City 2011) & Pyongyang(Seoul Institute 2004) . 

Land use and facilities that are allocated preferentially in 
downtown areas are particularly characteristic. Capitalist cities 
of South Korea follow the principle of free competition market, 
placing CBD (commercial, business) facilities in central areas 
according to the value of the land. On the other hand, in North 
Korea where the regime controls the ownership, development and 
use of all spaces, facilities for ideological education such as squares 
and revolutionary battle sites are placed in the center of cities.

(2) Economic Growth and Changing City Planning System
City planning systems adopted by the two different national 

systems of socialism and capitalism led to different national land 
and urban environments. National land and urban development 
requires enormous financial resources in addition to ideologies and 
relevant systems, and is therefore significantly influenced by the 
nation’s economic circumstances. After their foundations were built 
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by the governments, the two countries’ planning systems evolved 
in different ways as their economies grew in different ways, and 
this is illustrated by indicators such as economic growth rate and 
urbanization rate. By looking at changes in these indicators, we can 
examine the transformations that unfolded in the two city planning 
systems in different time periods. 

At the beginning of the socialist state, in line with the Marxist-
Leninist theory of destruction of law9, North Korea did not legislate 
for any laws except for the very basic ones such as the Land Act and 
the Socialist Constitution. Building and developing the national 
land and cities was dictated solely by the Supreme Leader and 
party’s instructions. The initial laws of North Korea had a limited 
function as the tool to realize the ideologies of the Supreme 
Leader and Workers’ Party. On the contrary, South Korea began 
by establishing many relevant laws such as the Urban Planning 
Act, Building Act and Comprehensive Plans for Construction in 
the National Territory in line with the rule of law founded upon 
constitutional ideologies of regulating the national authority and 
protecting the basic rights of citizens. 

Figure 3. Effective system for South and North Korean laws 
(Kang 2002, Re-edited by author).

As Table 3 indicates, since its foundation until the mid 1980s, 
North Korea experienced a higher economic growth rate and 
urbanization rate than South Korea, which is attributable to 
powerful centralized authority of the Supreme Leader. But the 
cumulative number of laws enacted between 1950 and 1980 in 
Table. 4 shows that despite its higher economic growth rate and 
urbanization rate, North Korea enacted only one law while South 
Korea enacted 16. In the wake of the fall of socialist nations around 
the world in the mid-1980s, North Korea, finding it difficult to 
receive aid, began to feel the need for open-door policies and 
relevant systems to overcome economic difficulties. In 1992, its 
Constitution was amended so that the country’s policies turned 
from the so-called destruction of law to limited rule of law10, 

and relevant laws began to be enacted. Most of North Korea’s 
laws related to the national land and cities were created after the 

9 According to K. Marx and L. Kolakowski, law is ‘merely the upper 
regulation that reflects the physical foundation of the lower structure’, and 
thus, the destructive function of law is evitable in the evolution toward 
a communist society (How to See the North Korean Law, Ministry of 
Unification, 2006)
10 Kim Jong Il said that “abidance by law is a conscious disciplined life by 
the North Korean people, a national organized life, and an instruction by 
the Supreme Leader,” establishing provision 8—The state completes the 
socialist legal system and reinforces the socialist judicial life—in the 1992 
Constitutional Amendment, recognizing the law as a separate social operating 
system outside the party’s orders or the Supreme Leader’s instruction. (How 
to See the North Korean Law, Ministry of Unification, 2006)

Constitutional amendment in 1992 and they laid the foundation 
for today’s system. 

Comparison of the number of enacted urban laws before and 
after 1980 when the economic rate/urbanization rate of South 
Korea first surpassed that of North Korea shows that South Korea 
continued a steady legislation with 24 laws (51%) enacted before 
1980 and 23 laws (49%) after, while North Korea built most of the

   
Table 3. Urbanization & Economic Growth Rate Comparison.

Cate-
gory

Economic growth 
rate (%)

(Kim 2008)

Urbanization 
rate (%)

(UN, Cho 2013)
NK’s development of special 

zones as part of its open-door 
policies

SK(A) NK(B) A-B SK(a) NK(b) a-b

1955 4.5 9.4 -4.9 24.4 35.5 -11.1

1960 1.2 10.0 -8.8 27.7 40.2 -12.5

1965 6.1 8.5 -2.4 32.4 45.1 -12.7

1970 8.8 10.2 -1.4 40.7 54.2 -13.5

1975 5.9 5.4 0.5 48.0 56.7 -8.7

1980 -1.5 3.8 -5.3 56.7 56.9 -0.2

1985 6.8 3.3 3.5 64.9 57.6 7.3 Preparation for open-door 
policies (Equity Joint Venture 
Law, Land Lease Law etc)1990 9.3 -4.3 13.6 73.8 58.4 15.4

1995 8.9 -4.4 13.3 78.2 59.0 19.2 Development of the 1st special 
zone (Rason Special Zone)

2000 8.8 0.4 8.4 79.6 59.4 20.2 Development of inter-Korean 
joint special zone
(Mt. Kumgang, Kaesong) 2005 4.0 3.8 0.2 81.3 59.8 21.5

2010 6.3 -0.5 6.8 82.9 60.2 22.7 Designation of new additional 
special zones

Table 4. Number of Laws Enacted by Decade between NK & SK.

Category
National land/

cities Housing Land Const-
ruction Total

SK NK SK NK SK NK SK NK SK NK

1950~1960 1 1

1960~1970 4 3 1 3 10 1

1970~1980 3 1 1 5

1980~1990 2 2 3 1 8

1990~2000 1(1) 2 5 2 (1) 1 6(2) 5

2000~   6(13) 5 1(2) 1 6(2) 3 4(3) 17(20) 9

Total 16(14) 7 4(2) 1 17(2) 6 10(4) 1 47(22) 15

(  ) indicates the number of Special Acts.

system after 1980 as part of its open-door policy as indicated by the 
fact that it enacted only 1 law (7%) before 1980 and 14 (93%) after. 
North Korean laws are only approximately 30% of South Korean 
laws in terms of the number, which points to the fundamental 
discrepancy between the two systems.

Table. 5 is a comprehensive overview of the modern city planning 
system in South and North Korea. The next chapter will examine 
how the inter-Korean joint project of KIC reflects the characteristics 
of the two country’s systems. 
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Table 5. Comprehensive Analysis of SK & NK Planning System

Category South Korea North Korea

N
O
N
P
H
Y
S
I
C
A
L

Organization Subdivisions for different 
areas, hierarchy of laws

Lack of subdivisions and 
Hierarchy of laws

Total Number 
of Laws

47 
(Office of Legislation)

15
 (Information Center on NK)

Law Number 
by period

Before 1980 (24, 51%), 
After 1980 (23, 49%)

Before 1980 (1, 7%), 
After 1980 (14, 93%)

objective On 
surface Creating a pleasant living environment for citizens

In practice
Adequate control for the 

public
Control-Oriented

Physical realization of 
socialist ideologies 
Ideology-Oriented

Regulation Limiting individual acts of 
landowners 

Maintaining the Supreme 
Leader’s authority, ideology 

education

Descriptions Specific descriptions, 
numerical values

Declarative descriptions, no 
numerical values 

P
H
Y
S
I
C
A
L

Land use for 
national land

Urban area (residential, industrial),
 agricultural area, green area, public area

Commercial area Special purpose land, 
warehouse area

Development 
strategy for 

national land

Imbalanced development 
(growth poles) 

→ balanced development

Balanced development 
→ imbalanced development 

(special zones)
Spatial 

configuration 
on cities

Multi-core structure, job-
housing separation 

Single-core structure, job-
housing proximity

Principle 
for land 

allocation on 
cities

Market principle 
(focused on functions, use)

National ideology 
(focused on facilities for 
ideological propaganda)

Structure 
of land 

allocation on 
cities

Radial type 
(E. Burgess)

Linear type
 (N. Milyutin)

Central 
facilities on 

cities

Facilities placed according to 
the value of land

(CBD, commerce, business 
etc)

Political facilities for 
ideology education

(square, revolutionary battle 
sites etc)

4. OUTLINE OF KIC DEVELOPMENT 

Since the project began in 1999 with the agreement between a 
private enterprise and North Korean government, it expanded into 
a an inter-governmental project with South Korea’s participation in 
financing and planning in 2000. After designation of the zone and 
promulgation of the law in 2002, construction and allocation of the 
model complex began in 2004. South Korean companies moved 
into the complex and a management authority for the complex was 
founded Allocation of factory slots began in earnest in 2005 and 
the North Korean government officially approved the development 
plan. In 2007, the South Korean government enacted Kaesong 
Industrial Zone Support Act and completed the first phase of the 
development project. 

There still remain many challenges regarding the KIC jointly 
developed by South and North Korea, but it is the most successful 
special zone project ever carried out by North Korea since the 
1990s. It benchmarked China’s development of Shenzhen Industrial 
Park in 1978 as part of the country’s open-door policy, and began 
as a project to build a cooperative economic community of all 
Koreans that combines Korea’s technologies and capital with North 
Korea’s land and labor. Kaesong City, the project site, is in close 
proximity to the two countries’ national border, distant from the 
North Korean capital of Pyongyang, and near the South Korean 
capital of Seoul. 

North Korea issued a 50-year land use right and the plan was 

made for a city 65.7km2 big with the potential for 2,000 companies 
and 500,000 population. Out of the three development phases, the 
first phase was completed by investing $600 million to develop 
infrastructure in an area of 3.3km2 . As of now, 123 companies are 
operating in the complex, investing $500 million and hiring 55,000 
North Korean workers and 800 South Korean workers.

Figure 4. KIC Master Plan & Sitemap
 

5. ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDY

5.1 Analysis Framework
As Fig. 1 illustrates, national ideology influences the country’s 

city planning system, and the system in turn influences the physical 
urban environment. This study carried out a case study of the 
KIC by classifying and examining the non-physical and physical 
elements that influence city development.

Figure 5. Framework of Analysis for KIC. 

5.2 Planning System in KIC
The KIC jointly developed by South and North Korea is an area 

where the two countries’ standard systems do not apply. A new 
system was required to develop a city where South Koreans as well 
as North Koreans live and do business on the North Korean land, 
but with the two countries having two different national systems, 
it was impossible to use either one of the their systems or a third 
system that does not reflect the characteristics of the two countries. 
As such, North Korea designated Kaesong City as a special zone 
and decided to adopt a special system for the area and lease the 
land to enterprises for 50 years. This was a method also used for 
Rajin-Sonbong District and Sinuiju Special Zone. After signing 
the agreement to build the complex, Hyundai Asan, a private 
enterprise, requested North Korea to designate Kaesong as a special 
zone and make relevant enactments to guarantee free economic 
activities based on market economy in order for the success of 
the project. Hyundai Asan produced a draft system based on its 
experience with Mt. Kumgang project as well as Rason District 
(North Korea) and Shenzhen Industrial Complex (China), and 
delivered it to North Korea after a consultation with the South 
Korean government. The socialist North Korea raised some issues 
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with the system based on capitalism, but acceded to most of 
Hyundai’s requests. 

Table 6. Comparison btw KIC & Other Special Zones in NK

Category KIC Sinuiju Special 
Administrative Region

Rajin-Sonbong 
Free Trade 

Zone

District

Date 2002. 11 2002. 9 1991.12
Size 66km2 132km2 746km2

Type Industrial 
district Administrative region Free trade zone

Participating 
Countries South Korea Hong Kong China, Russia

System

Date 2002. 11 2002. 9 1993.1
Leading 

countries South Korea North Korea Hong Kong, 
Macau, China

Referenced 
laws

Mt. Kumgang,
 Rajin-

Songbong 
District, 

Shenzhen 

Laws of Hong 
Kong and 

Macau

Table 7. Comparison Btw. Rason & KIC Planning System

Category
Rason Economic 

and Trade Zone Law 
(1993)

Kaesong Industrial District Act

Initial (2000) Final (2002)

Law

Similar

Basics, management 
authority, guarantee 

of economic 
activities, Guarantee/

privilege, dispute 
settlement

Basics, management 
authority, investment 

environment, building 
and operating 

businesses, dispute 
settlement

Basics, 
management 

authority, 
building and 

operating 
businesses, 

dispute 
settlement

Different Customs, currency/
finance

Development/
allocation, conditions 

for free business 
activities

Development 
(allocation)

subordinate 
statutes 23 numbers 10 numbers 16 numbers

The initial system was designed to follow the basic structure 
of the law on Rason District except for the details on trade and 
finance, and it had some alterations regarding the development and 
allocation of complex. North Korea amended some conditions for 
free business activities, but accepted and reflected 14 subordinate 
statutes proposed by South Korea and added two of its own, leading 
to the final set of 16 subordinate statutes

Currently, the system for Kaesong consists of 13 inter-Korean 
agreements, 4 South Korean laws, 1 North Korean law, 16 
subordinate statutes, 15 enforcement regulations, and 51 framework 
rules on business. Except for the enforcement regulations under 
North Korean laws and subordinate statues, all is either as they 
were first drafted by South Korea or as they were altered after 
a mutual consultation. This means that the system for the KIC 
was not created by an inter-Korean joint legislative body, but it 
was the result of diverse direct and indirect mutual consultations 
between the private and public sector. This is meaningful as the 
first system to be jointly developed by the two Koreas after division 
for planning, building and operating a city in a special zone in 
North Korea. Though the system is a North Korean law based on 
socialism, it nevertheless has elements of a capitalist system such as 
allocation of land lots. 

Table 8. Planning System for KIC Including SK laws.

North Korea Law (1-Kaesong 
Industrial District Act)

↔

Inter-Korean 
Agreement (13)

↔

South Korea 
laws(4)

Subordinate statutes (16)
Customs, 

tax, dispute, 
transaction, 

communications, 
customs, 

inspection, entry, 
stay, origin of goods

Support, 
exchange, 

fund, 
development

Enforcement 
regulations 

(15) 

Framework 
rules on 

business (51)

Guidance 
authority

Management 
authority

5.3 System and Process of Development in KIC
General systems of South and North Korea do not apply to the 

KIC, which is developed and operated by the North Korean law of 
Kaesong Industrial District Act jointly legislated by the two Koreas. 
Kaesong Industrial District Act limits the participation of North 
Korean institutions, enterprises and organizations, and classifies 
project participants into four according to their role: guidance 
authority, management authority, developers and operating 
companies. 

The central guidance authority is involved in the operation 
of the complex as the management authority by designating 
developers, drawing up enforcement regulations, and approving 
development plans. The central guidance authority is Central 
Special Zone Development Guidance General Bureau under 
the North Korean government. The system does not stipulate 
South Korea’s participation in the project but when there are 
issues for consultation, the KIC’s guidance authorities reflect the 
South Korean government’s opinions brought forward in inter-
governmental meetings. Kaesong Industrial District Act is a North 
Korean law and cannot officially recognize the South Korean 
government’s participation, but instead, it is guaranteed in the inter-
Korean agreement. Recently, recognizing the need for a formal and 
permanent consultative body, an inter-Korean joint committee was 
established as a decision-making body by benchmarking China’s 
Suzhou Industrial Park, where South and North Korean authorities 
consult each other on policies and issues.

The management authority is a North Korean corporation that 
is an administrative body by nature. It is in charge of managing 
corporate investment, supporting business activities, creating rules 
for businesses, and managing infrastructure. The KIC Management 
Committee is, by principle, a North Korean corporation composed 
of members recommended by the developers but in practice, it is an 
inter-Korean joint management authority comprised of members 
from the North Korean leadership as well as members—including 
the president—and funding mostly coming from the KIC Support 
Foundation, a South Korean corporation. It is an administrative 
body and at the same time, a self-governing legislative body 
responsible for most of the legislations for the KIC. 

Developers are Hyundai Asan, a private enterprise, and 
LH, a public corporation. With the land use rights from the 
guidance authority, the two entities are in charge of the project, 
designing development plans, securing funding, developing 
the infrastructure and complex, allocating factories,  and 
carrying out a range of other operations such as energy and 
logistics. At first, Hyundai Asan sought to develop the complex 
through independent financing but it was difficult to secure 
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Table 9. Participants & Their Roles in KIC

Category Guidance authority
 (approval authority)

management 
and operation 

authority
Developers Operating 

companies

Name KIC project 
support team

Central 
Special Zone 
Development 

Guidance 
General 
Bureau

Management 
Committee

(Support 
Foundation*)

Hyundai 
Asan, LH

Currently 
123 

companies 
in operation

Country SK NK NK (Joint)* SK SK, Foreign

Nature Government 
agency

Government 
agency Corporation Corporation corporation

Role

Approving projects,
legislating systems Managing 

infrastructure, 
managing 
corporate 

administration

Planning 
and 

developing 
the complex, 

allocating 
and leasing 

land lots

Hiring 
workers, 

production 
activitiesFunding Providing 

workforce

* Support Foundation is a South Korean corporation established by South Korea’s 
Kaesong Industrial Zone Support Act
** Management Committee is a North Korean corporation established by Kaesong 
Industrial District Act and is jointly run by South and North Korea

the necessary funding by a private company alone, so South Korean 
public corporations including LH, Korea Electric Power Corporation 
and KT were brought in to provide public funding for the infrastructure. 
Power and communications infrastructure were built by South Korea 
through an agreement between the developer and public corporations. 
Meanwhile, water is drawn from a North Korean catchment area near 
Kaesong and processed in the complex for use, and some of this water is 
supplied to the downtown area in Kaesong as well. 

By rule, only South Korean and foreign companies, not North Korean 
companies, can operate in the complex. Currently, 123 companies have 
had land use rights issued and factories allocated by the developers, 
and these companies, which include one foreign business, are up and 
running now after constructing the factories with a project approval 
by the Management Committee. Many labor-intensive manufacturing 
businesses moved in first to tap into the cheap North Korean labor, so 
90% of the companies in the complex are textile/sawing, machinery/
metal manufacturing and electric/electronic assembly. 

Figure 6. Planning & Development Process in KIC

Unlike the system for Rason District where development and 
operation was led by the North Korean government, the system 

for the KIC was designed so that development and organization 
of the management authorities would be led by the private 
developer. However, in practice, governments of both Koreas and 
the private developer are working together to plan and develop 
the complex, and the North Korean management authority was 
also jointly established and operated. The authority fulfills not just 
an administrative function but also a legislative function so that 
all the entities can mutually cooperate in planning, developing, 
and operating the complex instead of each entity working 
independently in different systems.

5.4 Masterplan of KIC
Hyundai, which signed an agreement with the North Korean 

government to initiate the KIC project in 2000, submitted its first 
development plan to North Korea in 2001. The submitted plan 
went through many times working-level meetings and amendments 
for the next five years until it was finally officially approved by the 
North Korean government in 2005. In this process, the plan became 
a jointly agreed plan between the two Koreas as it was reported to 
North Korea’s development agencies and its top leadership, and 
also consulted with relevant South Korean government agencies. In 
order to understand the characteristics of this plan, let us examine 
the major changes that took place in the initial and final plan as 
shown in Fig. 7 to see how South Korea’s capitalist plan was altered 
to reflect the characteristics of North Korea’s socialist plan. 

Figure 7. National System and City Planning

Before the case study of the KIC, it is worth taking a look at the 
general principles of socialist city planning and North Korea’s 
characteristics. K. Marx and F. Engels set out the basic conditions for 
socialist city planning (Kim, 1998) and this was further specified by J. 

Table 10. Principles of Socialist City Planning & NK Characteristics

Category
Socialist City Planning Principles North Korean

K.Marx &F.Engels J.Barter(1980) Kim(2000)

City

• Abolishing land 
ownership
• nationalization of 
factories
• combining 
agriculture-
industries

• limiting the size 
of cities
• minimizing 
commuting 
distance
• limiting land use

• balanced 
development or 
urban-rural areas
• planned self-
sufficient small 
districts (factory-
residential complex)

Residence

• housing 
regulation by 
government
• planned 
residential 
development

Service • nationalizing 
transportation

• balanced 
allocation of service 
spaces
• rational 
transportation 
system
•securing green 
space

Others •symbolic and 
centralized city

• facilities for 
ideology education
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Barter (1980) who created a list of 10 basic principles for socialist 
city planning. North Korea’s urban development was based on these 
rules and as a result, its cities were developed to reflect the basic 
socialist principles as well as 3 unique characteristics of their own as 
shown in Table. 10. Based on the general characteristics of socialist 
city planning and North Korea’s own unique characteristics, we can 
analyze the KIC development plan in terms of spatial configuration 
and land use.

First of all, in terms of spatial configuration, the first plan (2001) 
by Hyundai organized the complex in 1 Urban Core, 1 Sub-Core 
structure, with the Industrial Park in the south of the Kaesong-
Pyongyang Highway for better accessibility from South Korea 
and New City in the north of the highway for better connectivity 
between old downtown and new downtown. The KIC was planned 
as a single integrated New City that includes the existing old 
downtown. However, North Korea requested the amendment of 
the plan during the consultation for two reasons. First, Kaesong 
is a special military zone. North Korea was negative about a large 
scale New City with South Korean residents being developed and 
connected with the existing old downtown. Consequently, New 

City development was scaled down and divided into two parts: 
1 Urban Core (Old City), 2 Sub-Cores (New City.) Integrated 
special configuration of the initial plans (2001, 2003) was revised 
to reflect North Korea’s opinions; the size of cities developed in 
different development phases were scaled down, and residential 
and industrial functions were combined for self-sufficiency, which 
is reflective of socialist characteristics. 

Second, North Korea requested the plan to exclude development 
of the land near Kaesong-Pyongyang Highway and Gyeongui 
Railroad, North Korea’s major transportation infrastructures. With 
the exclusion of the land near the highway that crosses the center of 
the KIC, the plan which initially began as creation of an integrated 
space turned into a space divided by the highway in the middle. 
The two divided development areas were designed as a symmetrical 
structure of the new urban core and sub-core (Industrial Park) 
with the service area allocated equally in both areas. Such spatial 
configuration is similar to what you see in the Pyongyang 
downtown, which forms symmetry around River Daedong. As a 
result of North Korea’s demand, the plan for the KIC came to reflect 
the socialist city planning principle of centralization.

Table 11. Changes in Spatial Configuration and Land Use with Changing KIC Development Plan

Category A : First Plan(2001) B : Plan(2003) C : Plan(2004) D : Final Plan(2005)

Development 
Plan

Land Use    OC(Old City),    NC(New City),    UC(Urban Core),   SC(Sub-Core),    IC(Industrial Complex)
   RA(Recreational Area),    R(Reserve)

Infrastructure    HW(Kaesong-Pyongyang Highway),     RW(Kyungeui Railway) 

S
P
A
C
E

Use and 
functions

Complete separation of land use
 and functions 

Integrated plan for the entire 
area (self-sufficiency of all 
districts)

Complex land uses for different 
phases (self-sufficiency for 
different phases)

  Complex land uses for different phases 
(self-sufficiency for different phases)

Conne-
ctivity

Connectivity between New City 
and old downtown

Connectivity between New City
and old downtown

 Less connectivity between New 
City 
and old downtown

 Separation of New City and old 
downtown

Develop-
ment
phase

Integrated plan Integrated plan
Separation of development 
districts 
for phase 1, 2 and 3

Separation of development districts 
for phase 1, 2 and 3

Others No symmetry or centralization No symmetry or centralization  Signs of symmetry and 
centralization

 North-South symmetry, centralized 
urban structure

L
A
N
D

Industrial   21.6km2 (33%)

Comp.
of
A & B

Expanded 
(North Korea 
Requested)

Comp.
of
B & C  

 Reduced , divided into 
two
(North Korea 
Requested)

19.7km2 
(30%)

Comp.
of
C & D

Expanded
(North Korea 
Requested)

New City 18.2km2 (26%)
Maintained 
(North Korea 
Requested)

 Reduce
(North Korea 
Requested)d

5.2km2
( 7%)

Reduced
(North Korea 
Requested)

Old City 16.6km2 (25%) Expanded
 Reduced
(North Korea 
Requested)

13.1km2
 (20%) Maintained

Tourism  4.0km2 ( 6%) Maintained 
(divided into three)

Maintained
(divided into two)

5.0km2
( 8%) Maintained 

Reserve    6.6km2 (10%)  Cancelled
(Hyundai Requested)

 None
(North Korea 
Requested)

23.0km2 
(35%)

Expanded
(Hyundai Requested)
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Next, let us analyze land use. The KIC was named an industrial 
park but the first agreement between Hyundai and North Korea 
(1998) and North Korea’s official designation letter (2002) defined 
the project as a complex city of industries, tourism, residential, 
business and commercial. That is why the development area 
included the old downtown, home to the many historical heritages 
of Kaesong—the old capital of the Korean Dynasty—, and this 
is also why the land use for tourism was stipulated. The KIC 
is made up of four districts including industrial district, New 
City (Residential, business and commercial), tourism district, 
and one reserve district (for expanded industrial use). In the 
initial plan (2001), it was designed as a complex city centering 
around the Industrial Park with the three districts accounting for 
similar shares: Industrial Park 33%, New City 26% and Tourism 
(including Old City) 31%. However, at North Korea’s request for a 
downsizing of the residential/commercial land use, the plan was 
revised so that the development now centered on the Industrial 
Park’s function with weaker New City function. The resulting 
shares for each district were 65% for the Industrial Park (including 
the reserve district), 7% for new City and 28% for Tourism. In a 
early stage of planning, Hyundai planed to develop whole area of 
KIC as Hyundai and North Korea agreed first. But after several 
meetings, North Korea continuously requested downsizing whole 
development area except industrial district. As I mentioned above, 
North Korea worried about this new experiment on their land. As 
a result, a large amount of area, 35% of whole area became reserve 
area on final plan. The initial plan made a strong proposal for a 
capitalist residential area where 300,000 South and North Koreans 
as well as foreigners could reside, but in the ultimate plan, this was 
scaled down to a pilot program of only 30,000 South Koreans living 
within the complex and the North Korean workers residing in 
Kaesong City (old downtown). 

In the early stage, the South Korean company sought to reflect 
capitalist elements in the plan but after consultations with North 
Korea, the final plan reflected many of the basic principles for 
socialist city planning described by J. Barter such as phased 
regulation of the size of urban development, complex land use, 
self-sufficient integrated development, equal allocation of service 
facilities, and centralized spatial configuration. The only difference 
with North Korea’s city planning system would be that the KIC does 
not have facilities for ideological education. 

5.5 Use Behaviors in KIC
In the 1st Phase of the KIC completed as of now, more than 

900 permanent South Korean workers and 50,000 North Korean 
workers are working in 123 factories. Workers from two different 
national systems, capitalism and socialism, are working together 
in the same space, but the different characteristics of each system 
manifest themselves in the physical space that these workers 
share and their use behaviors in this space. Let us examine these 
characteristics by looking at how the facilities for South and North 
Korean workers are placed as well as the workers’ major behavioral 
patterns such as movement, residence, work, rest, and eating. We 
analyze these characteristics in the terms of circulation, zoning, and 
major behavioral patterns. 

F irst  of  a l l ,  in  terms of  c irc u l at ion,  S out h and Nor t h 
Koreans use difference entrance and exits.  North Korean 
workers enter the complex from the north-west, which is in 

the direction of Kaesong downtown, while South Korean 
workers enter the complex from the south-east, which is in 
the direction of Seoul. North Korean workers cannot live 

Figure 8. Figure 8. Distribution of Facilities in KIC 

Figure 9. Figure 9. Circulation in KIC 

Figure 10. Figure 10. Zoning in KIC 

in KIC and must commute everyday from Kaesong City or 
nearby—1 or 2 hours distance by commuting bus run by South 
Korean companies in KIC or bicycles depending on commuting 
distance. But South Koreans can reside in the complex and also 
commute from Seoul or nearby by commuting bus or their own 
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vehicles depending on their own will. So Every South Korean 
Companies in KIC has their own residences in factories or they can 
rent rooms in KIC for staying.  

In terms of zoning, as you can see in figure 8, there are three 
groups of facilities-for public, for construction, and for operation 
& maintenance. There are management authority (Management 
Committee), training facilities, fire station, nursery, hospital, 
guidance authority (Central Special Zone Development Guidance 
General Bureau) etc for public facilities. There are brick factory, 
concrete & asphalt factory, vehicle repair center, offices & 
warehouses for construction companies, etc for construction 
facilities. There are energy facilities such as gas, electricity, and water 
treatment facility, telecommunication facility, etc for operation & 
maintenance facilities. 

The distribution of facilities for public in the KIC shows that 
the management authority (Management Committee), training 
facilities, fire station, hospital etc are all located and run within the 
complex, but facilities reserved for North Koreans such as nursery 
and guidance authority (Central Special Zone Development 
Guidance General Bureau) are located outside the boundary of KIC 
development . The distribution of facilities for construction in KIC 
shows that all facilities are located and run outside the boundary 
because they are not a main but just supporting role in 1st phase 
of KIC. And all the facilities for operation & maintenance except 
water treatment facility are located at east side of KIC which close 
to South Korea because telecommunication and electricity line is 
connected to and come from South Korea. But water is the only 
infrastructure supplied from North Korea to treatment facility in 
KIC. That’s why water facility is located at west side of KIC which 
close to North Korea.  

In terms of major behavioral patterns, firstly work, both nationals 
work together in the same space regardless of the type of work be it 
productive, clerical or volunteer work. However, they use different 
spaces for activities outside of work such as resting and eating. 
Each factory has separate facilities such as cafeterias and rest areas 
(shower room, lounge etc) reserved for North Koreans, separate 
those used by South Korean workers. 

6. CONCLUSION

South and North Korea began with the same modern urban 
planning system in 1934, but after the war and division, the 
countries developed their own city planning systems under different 
national systems of capitalism and socialism. Comparison with the 
South Korean city planning system found the characteristics of the 
North Korean city planning system as follows. 

Firstly, North Korea’s city planning system is ‘a tool’ for realizing 
ideologies and maintaining the national system. Unlike the 
capitalist system where land use is determined by the economic 
value of the district, a socialist system bases land use of different 
facilities on the realization of the Supreme Leader’s political 
ideologies and maintenance of the regime. North Korean 
cities have a special purpose land designated for squares with 
political purpose, monuments and historical sites. Also, North 
Korean land use includes a warehouse area aimed at facilitating 
community life and productive life which are the basic ideologies 
of socialism. 

 The second characteristic of the North Korean system is that it is 

‘ideology-oriented.’ In capitalism where most of the land is privately 
owned, the city planning system is control-oriented and its purpose 
is to limit individual act of development by individual landowners 
in order to create a pleasant public environment. In contrast, in 
socialist North Korea where all land is state-owned, the planning 
and development of cities is driven by the state in a way that will 
physically realize the Supreme leader’s ideologies. Therefore, the 
system and its rules are declarative and ambiguous in order enable 
physical spatialization of ideologies.

North Korea has developed its city planning system with the 
above characteristics under a quite different national system 
from South Korea’s. 60 years after division, the two Koreas 
agreed to jointly develop the KIC, and the first phase of 3.3 km2 
was completed in 2007 by overcoming many systematic and 
institutional differences. There are four characteristics of the North 
Korean city planning system that were reflected on the KIC, a 
complex jointly developed by two countries with vastly different 
systems and institutions 

Firstly, in terms of the system, the Kaesong industrial District Act, 
though written under the leadership of the capitalist South Korea, 
is a North Korean law approved by the top decision-making body 
of the socialist North Korea. It did reflect a number of capitalist 
elements to enable South Korea’s business activities on the North 
Korean land, but it is still largely based on socialist ideas in terms 
of land use, which constitutes the basis of urban planning and 
development as well as the foundation of socialist city planning 
system. 

Secondly, in terms of the development system and procedure, 
the KIC is distinguished from the Rason District for which the 
North Korean government led the development and operation. In 
the case of the KIC, it was a South Korean private enterprise that 
initiated the project. However, the management authority in charge 
of operation, administration and legislation for the complex are 
systemically affiliated with North Korea, though they have both 
South Korean and North Korean workers, and guidance authorities 
in charge of approving and changing development plans are also 
affiliated with North Korea. This means that socialist characteristics 
are continuously reflected in the development and operation of the 
KIC. 

Third, in terms of the development plan, the initial plan drawn 
up by the capitalist South Korean company was altered after several 
consultations with North Korea to reflect the basic characteristics of 
socialist urban planning such as limiting the size of cities, complex 
land uses, self-sufficient and integrated development, equal 
allocation of service facilities, and centralized urban structure. 
The KIC may not be a typical socialist city but it is nevertheless an 
altered form of a socialist city. 

Fourthly, in terms of use behaviors, the KIC is unique in that 
people from different national systems share the same space. The 
initial development plan by South Korea designed the place so 
that both South and North Koreans would use the same space for 
all purposes, but in practice, the two nationals use different spaces 
for public, construction, operation & maintenance facilities and 
all activities except for work including entry/exit, rest and eating. 
Though the space was created by a fusion of the two systems, it has 
not been able to physically accommodate the behaviors of the two 
different national systems, and spaces with socialist characteristics 
are located outside of the development boundary. 
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The KIC is a combination of the socialist North Korea’s land and 
labor with the capitalist South Korea’s capital and technology. It is 
based on South Korean ideas framed in a North Korean system. 
The space created thus has become an experimental space of inter-
Korean integration where people from both countries live and work 
together. However, as this paper pointed out, there still remain large 
systematic, physical and behavioral discrepancies due to the gap 
between the two national systems. Therefore, future joint urban 
development projects should take lessons from the KIC case to 
narrow such discrepancies and achieve an integrated development. 
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